
Dear Nursery Families, 

Welcome to our Aftercare Program! 

Aftercare will be available Monday through Friday from 12:30pm to 3pm or 12:30pm to 5pm. 
Sign-up can be on a monthly or annual basis; please note that we do not accommodate drop-
ins or refunds for days missed.  Aftercare begins on the first day of school.  

We have a very serene rhythm for transitioning from morning school time and afternoon time. 
After children go to the bathroom, they are invited to help set up their cozy resting spot with a 
pillow, sleeping mat, and soft flannel sheet, all of which are provided by the school.  Beautiful 
sleeping areas are made for each child with cloths in soothing colors draped over play frames, 
so each child has their own special place to rest.  The children choose a book to look at quietly 
and we (morning and afternoon teachers) will come along one by one, tell a little story, rub 
their back or feet, and sing them a lullaby to sail off to dreamland, or just let them rest quietly 
for an hour and a bit. 

As the children wake, they help put the sleeping mats and bedding away and come help 
prepare snack. We will eat together and have time to play in Elves Cottage. At 3pm, children 
can be picked up.  For those who stay longer, they will have play, do an art or craft project with 
the teachers, take care of our garden, and have a little story time.  Afterwards, we will have a 
goodbye snack, clean up, and the children will be ready to be picked up.  At 5 pm, aftercare 
ends. 

If the sun is out and the day is inviting, we may play on the grassy hill.  If this is the case, we 
will leave a note on the Elves Cottage door to have you pick up your child behind the public 
library across the street. 

For our rest time, please provide a small throw-size blanket or quilt labeled with your child's 
name (can be dropped at Elves Cottage foyer any morning between 8 am and 10:30 am or 
given to us at pick up time). Please always find a legal parking space before you pick up your 
child. No double parking! No blocking driveways! 

All the best, 
Lainie Allpress, Nursery After Care Lead Teacher
(401) 225-7620

lallpress@sfwaldorf.org
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